of the will so mechanically that all these motions are designated as half-automatic. They act as a restorative on the nerves.

Of course, motions of quickness and endurance may, under certain conditions, require a special activity of the will. Whenever we try to cover a certain distance in the shortest possible time, or vice versa, to cover the greatest possible distance in a given time, as, for instance, in running, rowing, bicycle races, and the like, a similar energy of the will as in great exercises of strength is required.

To recapitulate: The exercises of strength and skill have a burdening and exercising, the exercises of quickness and endurance a soothing, effect upon the nervous system.

U. of P. Relay Races.

Arrangements are rapidly being completed for the Relay Meet to be held in Philadelphia Saturday, April 25th. The great interest in this event manifested by the college world is attested by the fact that entries have been made by twenty-seven colleges and twenty-eight preparatory schools and academies.

Each team will be distinguished by its official color, so that the spectator can readily pick out the runners of each team, and thus add greatly to his interest in the contest. Where the team has no official jersey showing the colors of the college, a sash of these colors is worn over the shoulder, so that no difficulty need be had in distinguishing the men. Technology will probably be grouped with Amherst, Union and Worcester Polytechnic.

Arrangements have also been made so that students and alumni of each institution may sit together, and thus have the advantages of being surrounded by those in sympathy with their college, and being able to do concerted cheering.

All those desiring seats should send their orders to J. L. Fry, Clerk of the Athletic Association, Houston Hall, University of Pennsylvania, prior to Monday, April 20th, stating with what college they desire to sit. The most desirable seats will be reserved for these applications. Prices of reserved seats are set at seventy-five cents and one dollar, or for Boxes (holding fifteen) fifteen and twenty dollars.

This is Technology's first appearance in Philadelphia, although the fame of its success at Worcester has preceded it. We trust that so excellent an opportunity to extend and maintain the good name of Technology in the athletic world will be improved to the utmost.

Grosvenor, '98, sprained his ankle in practice recently, and will be unable to run on the Tech relay team at Philadelphia.

The '98 Team was defeated by Roxbury Latin School on Cloverfield last Saturday. The Sophomore nine was fairly strong in the field, but deplorably weak at the bat.

The '98 Baseball Team played a tie game with Hopkinson on Brookline Common, Thursday afternoon, April 9th. Eight innings were played, the resulting score being 14–14. The best playing was by Dickson and Carlton, of Hopkinson, and Wood, Hubbard, Smith, and Norton, of Technology. The '98 team was as follows: c., Hubbard; p., Smith, Delano, Horton, Hill; 1st, Clifford, Emery; 2d, Wood; 3d, Muhlig; s., Norton; 1., Nolte, Davis; m., Delano, Wing; r., Crowell, Bodwell, Treat.